Encryption is one of the well known techniques to provide security in transmission of multimedia contents over the internet and wireless networks. There is use of image in all the area so its security is of great concern now a day. To focus on security aspect, In this paper we proposed a novel method of image encryption using discrete fractional Fourier transform (DFRFT) using exponential random phase mask. Encrypting with this technique makes it almost impossible to retrieve the image without using both the right keys. DFRFT is the generalization of the Discrete Fourier transform (DFT). This technique has been implemented and results are discussed in detail with analyzing parameters like Security, sensitivity and MSE.
Introduction
Fourier transform was first introduced by the French scientist Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier, in 1807 [1] .after that FT was applied in all the field of science and engineering. Fractional Fourier Transform was introduced as the generalization of Fourier Transform, thus creating a scope of improvement where Fourier transform was applied. It has been applied to various areas like signal processing; optics and quantum mechanics [1] [2] [3] [4] . Discrete fractional Fourier transforms (DFRFT) was defined by Pei and Ozaktas [5] [6] . The discrete fractional Fourier transform (DFRFT) is a generalization of the DFT with additional free parameters [5] [6] [7] . Pei and Yeh defined as the DFRFT based on the Eigen decomposition of the DFT matrix, a DFRFT with one fractional parameter was defined by taking fractional Eigen value powers of an Eigen decomposition of the DFT matrix [5] . The DFT Eigenvectors used in [16] are Hermit -Gaussian like. These Eigenvectors are computed from a DFT -commuting matrix proposed in [18] . Pei et al. first proposed the Eigen decomposition-based definition of the DFRFT [5] , and then Candan et al. consolidated this definition [6] .
In the recent year there is great concern over the information security. Various optical encryption methods have been proposed by the researchers in past two decades [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . We always look for more robust encryption schemes by which we protect the data for. This criterion may be fulfilled by proposing more robust transform and applying this transform in a model to achieve more unauthorized user protected scheme for encryption. We can apply two or more image using proposed method of encryption.
We propose Discrete FRFT with the double random phase encoding method to enhance its data security. We encrypted image using DFRFT and subsequently decrypted an image with same transform order. Security key is highly sensitivity to deviation in keys and it has been discussed in results.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In section II we discuss the FRFT and DFRFT in detail. In section III we discussed the proposed DFRFT based image encryption model for double random phase matrix. Section IV discussed the security and sensitivity. In section V we discussed the results.
Preliminaries
We know that Fourier transform is the rotation of a signal by angle of π/2 in time frequency plane. Fractional Fourier transform remove that constrain and allow rotation of angle 'α' where it not a multiple of π/2. We can define the FRFT of signal x(t) of order 'p' as
There is a relation between the angle of rotation 'α' and order given as α = pπ/2. The kernel K p is defined as
As there was the development in the field of digital signal processing, there was a need of discrete fractional Fourier transform for all the application using fractional Fourier transform because all the signal are studied in discrete form. DFRFT is the generalization of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Some basic properties are
1) Unitary 2) Additive
3) Reduction to DFT when order is equal to unity.
The M×M DFT matrix can be expressed as
Matrix X has only four distinct Eigen values 1,-1, j and -j. now we define a M×M matrix Z whose entries are
Now as ZX=XZ, i.e. they commute with each other. They have same value of Eigen vector but different Eigen values. Now we can define M×M DFRFT matrix as
Here D is the diagonal matrix and T is for transpose. The matrix V is defined as
This is known as Eigen decomposition form of DFRFT.
Proposed Method for Image Encryption and Decryption. Encryption Model:
Encryption is very ancient technique to hide data. It is a process in which information is secured with the help of a key to protect it from the unauthorized person, information which has to be encrypted can be in form of text or image etc. in proposed method image encryption of gray scale image is done using double random discrete fractional Fourier transform method. In Gray scale image the value of each pixel carries only intensity information. They are composed exclusively of shades of gray, varying from black at the weakest intensity to white at the strongest. It is also known as gray scale image. The intensity range is from 0 to 255.
In double random matrix DFRFT method, input image is multiplied with the first exponential random matrix S after that the DFRFT of order 'α' is applied then, resulting matrix is multiplied by the second exponential random matrix C and again DFRFT of order 'β' is applied to get the encrypted image. Random matrix at encryption and decryption should be orthogonal to each other. Where P is input image matrix multiplied by S the random matrix ) (
Then it is multiplied by random matrix C.
In equation 10 we apply the DFRFT of order β to get encrypted Image E.
Decryption Model:
Decryption is the process of retrieving the original information from the encrypted form. It is reverse process of the encryption part. Input here is encrypted image .input image 'E' is taken then DFRFT of order '-β' is applied then to it random matrix C * is multiplied which cancel out the effect of random matrix C as they both are orthogonal to each other .To the resulting matrix DFRFT of order '-α' is applied then multiplied by the random matrix S * to get the decrypted image. The Decryption can be explained by mathematical eqn C as it will cancel out the effect of C as they are orthogonal. (14) Where D is the decrypted image and after solving it gives original image 'P' as output.
Salient Features

A. Security
Security is main aim. Key here is formed by the combination of the order of discrete fractional Fourier transform order and the random matrix, as there can be large amount of the combination so this gives formidable key sets, thus providing higher amount of security. This is also effective against brute force attack i.e. if all the set of key are known. In this case as the key set is large time taken is very large in brute force attack thus making it impractical to crack the correct key.
B. Sensitivity
The method of encryption and decryption should be sensitive that means if the any key other than the correct key is used it will not give correct result with our simulation we have checked that our image and is very much sensitive to the deviation in the original key .
C. Complexity
There is tradeoff between the complexity and the security. For image of dimension M×N as we are applying Eigen vector decomposition type of DFRFT in the proposed technique. It lacks Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. To get the encrypted and decrypted results multiplications between matrices is done and the no of complex multiplication which take place is M 2 N+MN 2 .
Results
We have successfully encrypted and decrypted the image using double random matrix DFRFT method in this paper. Simulation of the proposed method has been done on a greyscale image of Lena of dimension 300×300. Image was encrypted for order α = 0.8, β = 1.2 by using two exponential random matrix S and C which are independent to each other. As we can see that fig3(a) is the original image and after encryption we get the encrypted image as shown in the fig 3(b) .for the decryption process we have to apply the order a = -0.8 and β = -1.2 to get the correct decrypted image which we can see in the figure 3(c) and if the proper value of the order is not used then it will not give the correct result as we can see in fig 3(d) ,here the order used was α = 0.9, β = 1.1.the image can be decrypted only by using the correct order.
Histogram is plotted for original image and encrypted image which summarizes the intensity of an image frequency at each pixel value shown in fig.4 . In fig 4(a) and 4(b) shows the histogram of the original image and the encrypted image of the image of Lena. As we can see that the histogram of the encrypted image is completely different from that of original image so it doesn't give any idea to unauthorized person to carry on the attack. MSE of various images is calculated to check the consistency of the proposed technique. Size of the entire image taken is different and they are encrypted /decrypted using the proposed method and 201 Iteration were done for each image to get the result as shown in the table.1 the method is quite consistent. Image taken is different and they are encrypted /decrypted using the proposed method and as shown in the table.1 the method is quite consistent.
Fig .5 shows the sensitivity of key, image will be correctly decrypted only by the use of original key, if there is small deviation in the key then it will show a sharp increase in the normalized MSE. Comparison of FRFT and DFRFT has been done .results shows that DFRFT is more sensitive to the deviation in key. 
Conclusion
In this paper a novel method is proposed for encryption using double random matrix using DFRFT. The algorithm used with DFRFT is Eigen vector decomposition type. Encryption and decryption has been done successfully.
Various parameters have been analyze and discussed like MSE, sensitivity and key space etc. 
